UK DEGREE TRANSFER PROGRAMME (LAW)

This programme is designed for students aiming to pursue a law degree or other career related to legal studies. It provides a selection of core subjects to build legal knowledge and career paths.

Entry requirements:
- SPM/O Level
- INTI Diploma
- Other qualifications: As per partner university requirements

Career opportunities:
- Legal officer – festive day agreements
- Legal secretary – court clerks
- Paralegals – legal services
- Junior – court clerks
- Other opportunities: As per partner university requirements

Programme Structure:
Year 1
- Constitutional & Administrative Law
- Legal System
- Legal Ethics
- The English Legal System

Year 2
- General Principles of Malaysian Law
- Legal Ethics
- Legal English

Elective subjects:
- Law of Torts
- Criminal Law
- Constitutional & Administrative Law
- The English Legal System

Career opportunities:
- Academia
- Media – Journalism, Editorial
- Business – Legal advisor to corporations
- NGOs eg. UNHCR
- Politics

HEAR WHAT OUR ALUMNI SAY

1. SANGEETHA PHAARY
   • Pursuing Masters in Law at Cardiff University
   • Recipient of the Alan & Cyril Education Trust Scholarship
   • Recipient of the Lord Templeton Scholarship from University of West England
   • Member of the Lincoln’s Inn and Middle Temple
   • Graduated with First Class Honours from INTI College
   • Studied at INTI College for 2 Years

2. BRYAN CHEN
   • Studied at INTI International University for 3 Years
   • Graduated with First Class Honours from University of Liverpool

3. RACHEL HEAH
   • Studied at INTI International University for 3 Years
   • Graduated with LL.B. First Class Honours from the University of Liverpool

4. JESSALYN CHEONG YI WEN
   • Studied at INTI International University for 3 Years
   • Graduated with First Class Honours from the University of Liverpool
   • Studied at the University of Leeds for 2 Years

5. Seen Qin Yin
   • Studied at INTI International University for 3 Years
   • Graduated with First Class Honours from University of Shef

6. NGOR HUN
   • Studied at INTI International University for 3 Years
   • Studied at the University of Liverpool for 2 Years
   • Recipient of the Lord Templeton Scholarship from University of West England
   • Studied at the University of Leeds for 1 Year
   • Studied at the University of Hull for 1 Year
   • Recipient of the Alan & Cyril Education Trust Scholarship
   • Graduated with First Class Honours from INTI College

7. JESSALYN CHEONG YI WEN
   • Studied at INTI International University for 3 Years
   • Graduated with First Class Honours from the University of Liverpool

8. NGOR HUN
   • Studied at INTI International University for 3 Years
   • Studied at the University of Liverpool for 2 Years
   • Recipient of the Lord Templeton Scholarship from University of West England
   • Studied at the University of Leeds for 1 Year
   • Studied at the University of Hull for 1 Year
   • Recipient of the Alan & Cyril Education Trust Scholarship
   • Graduated with First Class Honours from INTI College

LAW ALUMNI